‘DO IT RIGHT’: THE INITIATIVE FOR DIVERSITY ACROSS THE BOARD

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper introduces a unique diversity and inclusion programme for a UK-based tech company. It commences by addressing both the history of diversity and inclusion as well as the various challenges diversity and inclusion faces, such as human biases and lack of leadership support. In response to these challenges, this paper proposes the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative, a comprehensive set of interconnected diversity and inclusion policies, the core element of which is a diversity and inclusion board. This diversity and inclusion board, together with the diversity manager and team it oversees, plays a central role in relation to the other policies that make up the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative. After outlining the various policies and how they interconnect with the diversity and inclusion board and/or team, this paper concludes by highlighting the many benefits of ‘DO IT RIGHT’, which heavily outweigh the costs of implementation.

II. THE QUESTIONS PRESENTED

Centillion LLC is a well-known international technology company headquartered in the US. It has recently set up a UK subsidiary, Centillion Ltd (Centillion).

Centillion has retained the services of a law firm to help it institute a diversity and inclusion (D&I) programme. It would like to know what the main challenges to diversity and inclusion are and what kind of policies and guidelines it could institute to overcome such challenges. It would also like to be informed of the legal D&I framework in the UK, insofar as it affects what policies are recommended and how these may be implemented.
Whilst Centillion would like to focus on all aspects of diversity, it does have a particular interest in recruiting more women and ethnic minorities, as the tech industry has traditionally been dominated by white men. As its parent company and the wider tech industry have faced significant backlash due to a lack of diversity and inclusion practices, Centillion would like to take a radically different approach and is open to new ideas. It would, however, like a detailed assessment of the costs and benefits of the suggested programme.

III. THE STATEMENT OF FACTS

The origins of diversity

Whilst ‘diversity’ is a buzzword frequently associated with the 21st century and contemporary social standards, diversity initiatives have, in various shape or form, been in existence since the late 1940s.1 Unsurprisingly, given the combination of its diverse population and developed economy, such initiatives first originated in the US.2 In 1948, President Truman officially issued an executive order preventing employment discrimination for government defence contracts, and soon after, desegregated armed forces with Executive Order 9981, which made racial or religious discrimination illegal among members of the armed services. Almost two decades later, in 1963, the Equal Pay Act made it illegal to pay a woman less than a man, and in 1964, the Civil Rights Act made it illegal for any business to practice discriminatory hiring and firing practices.3

Further notable D&I milestones were reached in 1987, with the release of the Workforce 2000 Report, and in the early noughties and twenty-tens, when several European countries
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introduced gender quotas for corporate boards. However, the “days when D&I are simply about gender targets at board level” are “long gone”, as over the past few decades, diversity has started to encompass far more than just gender and race. In 2003, it became illegal for UK employers to discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation, and in 2010, the introduction of the Equality Act 2010 forbade any workplace discrimination on the basis of ‘protected characteristics’ such as age, marital status or religion. Fast-forward to 2020, where ‘diversity’ encompasses a wide range of ‘protected characteristics’, including gender identity, socio-economic background and mental health, to name just a few.

**Diversity and inclusion**

Over the past few decades, D&I has slowly become a priority for organisations across a variety of sectors and has led to the creation of diversity departments and diversity targets. At some point, however, it became clear that “adding talent from diverse backgrounds” was useless without fixing “the inclusion and culture issues”: “for diverse viewpoints to really stick, you must account for inclusivity”. This realisation led to the concept of ‘diversity and inclusion’, or ‘inclusive diversity’, which goes beyond the numbers and focuses on making people from every background feel equally valued by accommodating “different needs, […] experiences and perspectives” in order to drive meaningful and permanent change.

---

The importance of D&I

Beyond just being “the right thing to do,” D&I is now frequently viewed as “central to the success of business.” This is due to a variety of reasons. Firstly, employee demand is changing. Beyond a good salary and long-term contract, employees are looking for an environment where they can safely express their identity: they want to “come as [they] are”.

As the traditional power dynamic between companies and candidates is shifting, companies increasingly need to pay close attention to such employee demands. This will only increase over time, as younger generations, who are “flocking to companies with better diversity and inclusion programs” enter the workforce in greater numbers.

Secondly, there is growing evidence that attracting diverse talent is a strategy for growth and revenue increase. A 2015 McKinsey Report found that diverse companies perform at least 35% better than their homogeneous counterparts, a figure which had increased in its 2018 follow-up report. A Salesforce report came to the conclusion that “[w]hen employees feel accepted and comfortable at work, they also feel empowered to perform better,” with 73% of respondents stating that they feel more encouraged to do their job well when they “feel heard”.

This can be attributed to ‘psychological safety’, a concept created by the Harvard Business
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10 Josh Mackenzie, ‘Behavioural Science - a new way to think about Diversity and Inclusion’ (LinkedIn, 21 September 2018)
School (HBR). One study found that when people feel respected at work, they are more likely to engage in risk-taking behaviours such as being creative or innovative. Conversely, employees are more likely to quit when “their authentic self and uniqueness is not appreciated or valued”, leading to higher recruitment costs and brand image issues for organisations.

However, D&I changes are not just being driven by employees and companies. Consumers, investors, shareholders and other stakeholders are increasingly paying attention to companies’ Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) profile. Driven by shifting mindsets surrounding matters such as equal pay and responsible company governance, investors and shareholders, notably of the Millennial and Generation X variety, are demanding that organisations take into account ESG considerations. Evidence indicates a strong positive correlation between ESG-compliance and long-term profit, and conversely, shows bad ESG scores to be strong risk indicators. This growing realisation of not just the economic but also PR benefits of ESG compliance, coupled with the growing risk of regulatory fines and litigation when discounting it, has led to organisations seeking to improve their ESG compliance, which a good D&I strategy can play an enormous role in.


D&I and tech

Despite these strong reasons for companies to embrace D&I, the concept did not truly exist within the tech sector until 2014. Its introduction only occurred after a three-year CNN Money investigation into diversity at several tech giants led to significant backlash when tech companies refused to release their D&I data.\(^26\) Whilst tech companies have been changing their approach in recent years, the consensus is that they still have catching up to do.\(^27\) For example, when Google first released a D&I report in 2014, it was 69.4% male.\(^28\) Six year later, Google is 68.4% male.\(^29\)

The challenges to D&I

This lack of diversity unfortunately extends far beyond tech. In the UK, the unemployment rate for the black and minority ethnic (BME) population is 15.3%, whilst it is 11.5% for white workers, and whilst the BME population makes up 10% of the workforce, they hold only 6% of top management positions.\(^30\) Furthermore, only 9.7% of executive positions in the FTSE 100 companies are held by women, and only 29% of British MPs are women, despite studies showing that men and women are equally ambitious.\(^31\) Furthermore, the majority of women in the workforce feel left out of decision making and “do not feel as though they can succeed.”\(^32\)


\(^{29}\) ‘Google Diversity Annual Report 2020’ (Google, 2020) <https://kstatic.googleusercontent.com/files/25badfc6b6d1b33f3b87372fd7545d79261520db21efee9a82c4a2d2b2d2e42a01216bec2156bca60ae33377f7e716b90b2b30000891ac56a6550e086e> accessed on 31 May 2020.


However, it is not that effort isn’t being made. Research shows that companies are investing in D&I programmes, with one study showing such programmes are in place in 96-98% of companies with over 1,000 employees. Despite such efforts, however, results are often lacking. In a recent HBR survey, 75% of employees in underrepresented groups, such as women, ethnic minorities and LGBTQ employees, felt that the D&I policies that had been implemented were “superficial” and “insufficient to truly institute real change.” This feeling is especially strong among millennials, many of whom do not believe that organisations ‘walk the talk’ when it comes to D&I.

One consultancy revealed that when working with companies, they noticed that even when all leaders are fully committed, this is still not enough to dramatically improve D&I. One expert blames the ineffectiveness of many D&I initiatives on the “sincere ignorance” of the people putting them together, stating that the “details and depth of strategic thinking behind them is as thin as the paper they are printed on.” For example, many D&I programmes do not address the “structural issues” that create non-inclusive work environments, such as “an inconsistent performance review process, unclear and arbitrary paths to promotion, an ambiguous process for reporting bad behaviour and secret conversations known as backchanneling,” as well as a toxic company culture or lack of leadership support.

Indeed, the general consensus of senior leaders and HR representatives at a recent conference was that “diversity coupled with inclusion is complex and will take a lot more than what has been invested in and tried previously.”39 This paper therefore proposes a unique and bold approach that attempts to tackle these “structural issues” in a variety of ways.

IV. THE ARGUMENT

The author would like to ask the reader to take a moment to attempt the nine-point problem. Please try connecting the nine dots above by drawing four straight lines without lifting your pen off the paper. If the reader has trouble solving it, they are not alone – it is something the majority of people struggle with.40

The solutions are as follows:
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40 ‘From Difference to Distance: Rethinking Diversity and Inclusion | Fred Falker | TEDxClayton’ (TEDx Talks via YouTube, 13 September 2019) <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ajf1IMIwi_o> accessed on 31 May 2020.
The nine-point problem serves to illustrate that people have trouble thinking outside the box, even literally imagining a box where none exists. People are limited by their preconceived notions and inherent biases, i.e. “small distortions in the decisions and behaviours made by humans compared to that which we might observe from an entirely rational person”, and these limitations go some way to explain the lack of success surrounding many D&I programmes.

The first manner in which biases influence D&I programmes occurs at company level. Companies cannot hope to achieve a different outcome by continuously using the same D&I tactics. Nonetheless, companies repeatedly adopt approaches that have not worked for others, thinking that their company or employees are ‘different’ and will be more successful at tackling D&I issues. This is known as the ‘overconfidence effect’: people think they are more effective than others and more effective than they themselves actually are. They therefore end up finding the results underwhelming compared to their expectations. Companies also tend to stick to pre-existing approaches due to the ‘status quo bias’, which gives humans an exaggerated preference for the current situation when making decisions, as well as the ‘herding bias’, which makes them follow the majority. Furthermore, members of majority groups, which frequently
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42 Idem.

43 Idem.
includes company leaders, are likely to underestimate the obstacles diverse employees face and do therefore not institute the right kind of policies.44

The second manner in which biases influence D&I programmes occurs at employee level. Even where company leadership overcomes its own biases and institutes a radically different framework, if such framework does not address the biases held by its workforce then it is unlikely to succeed.45 Unfortunately, there are many biases at play in the workplace. For example, whilst humans have a deep need to feel included, many suffer from affinity bias, causing them to feel more empathetic to people like themselves, which can cause inadvertent bias during promotions, which frequently go unrecognised by those hiring decision-makers themselves.46 Any good D&I policy must thus include well-designed and consistently enforced anti-discrimination policies, bias mitigation and cultural competency training sessions, and the removal of bias from hiring and promotion decisions.47 Beyond this, any “[i]mpactful D&I will […] require a balance of bold initiatives and sweating the details”48 in order to succeed where others have failed. With this in mind, this paper proposes the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative:

**D&I Manager and Team (2)**

**Oversight: a D&I Board (1)**

**Inclusion (5)**

**Training (4)**

**Recruitment, promotion and leadership (3)**

**Intervention (6)**

**Giving back (8)**

**Hearing (7)**

**Technology (3)**

---

46 Idem.
47 Idem.
The core feature of ‘DO IT RIGHT’ is a diversity and inclusion board (the **D&I Board**) that sits alongside the management and supervisory board. The D&I Board plays a key role in supporting and steering the other policies that make up the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative, allowing these policies to drive real change where others have failed, for example due to lack of leadership support. The D&I Board will also be heavily involved in bias mitigation, a consistent issue among unsuccessful D&I programmes. Bias mitigation or awareness will therefore influence every level of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative. For example, in light of the ‘ego depletion’ bias, where too many choices leave people feeling overwhelmed, the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative will take a measured approach and not introduce too many mandatory initiatives at once, avoiding the ‘D&I fatigue’ that other companies have likely experienced.

1. **OVERSIGHT: A D&I BOARD**

Whilst it does not in itself guarantee a diverse and inclusive workplace, it is clear that any successful D&I initiative needs a supportive senior management team to oversee it: “no matter how many bells and whistles you put into place, there is no substitute for an unequivocal commitment from the top.”49 Whilst it would be ideal that those “around that table […] have a diversity lens when any business issue is being talked about,”50 it is unrealistic to expect this in practice, especially when pressing issues that directly impact the bottom line are being discussed. To therefore ensure that leadership is paying attention to D&I, this paper proposes a D&I Board, which forms the core tenet of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative, and interconnects with all other elements that constitute ‘DO IT RIGHT’.

---

Legal background

Whilst it is customary for companies in the UK to have one management board with executive and non-executive directors, several larger companies do additionally have supervisory boards. However, the separation of such boards only exists in fact, as English company law simply sees all directors as sitting on the same board.51 There is, therefore, no reason why a ‘third board’ would not be possible. Each director sitting on this ‘third board’, i.e. the diversity board, would be a non-executive director forming part of the ‘regular board’ under law and the ‘diversity board’ in fact. As there is no legal limit on the amount of non-executive directors proportionate to the board as a whole,52 the addition of the D&I directors will be possible unless restricted by Centillion’s articles or shareholder interference.

As English company law provides companies with great autonomy, Centillion’s directors, to the extent that Centillion’s articles allow it, could delegate certain powers to those sitting on the D&I Board specifically, so that the D&I Board has exclusive purview over specific matters and is able to pass resolutions without the rest of the board. Under the UK Corporate Governance Code, which applies to listed companies, the responsibilities exclusively assigned to individual directors should be clear, set out in writing, agreed by the board and made publicly available.53 Despite not being listed, it would be good practice for Centillion to follow this approach, given the novelty factor of the D&I Board.

Given that the D&I Board is therefore able to make its own decisions, it should have an uneven number of directors so that it can pass board resolutions, which require a simple majority. This paper proposes nine such directors: a large enough number to ensure alternative viewpoints whilst being small enough to avoid exorbitantly lengthy discussions.

The D&I Board members should meet certain criteria. Firstly, they must all have previous D&I experience, be this academic or workplace experience. At least two board members must each specialise in gender or ethnic diversity, and ideally, all nine directors would cumulatively be experienced in the fields of gender, ethnic diversity, sexual orientation, gender identity, mental health, socio-economic background, culture and religion. At least one director must be a behavioural scientist or psychologist, preferably with a focus on workplace behavioural science.

Ideally, the board members themselves would be very diverse, and include no more than five men and no more than five people with Caucasian ethnicity, as well as at least two members with BME backgrounds and one member who identifies as LGBTQ+. This must be approached with some degree of caution, however. Unlike in other European countries, there are no mandatory board quotas in the UK. Positive discrimination is illegal under the Equality Act 2010, so that board members cannot be hired based on ‘protected characteristics’ rather than experience or qualifications. However, this paper does not propose simply hiring D&I Board members based on such characteristics, but rather, taking “positive action”. “Positive action”, which was first implemented in the UK in 2011, intends to aid the recruitment and promotion of underrepresented minorities.54 It allows for someone to be hired based on personal

characteristics when choosing between equally qualified candidates.\textsuperscript{55} This paper therefore suggests recruiting from a large pool of candidates and following such a “positive action” approach. Of course, this is not without controversy, but must be weighed against the backlash of having a D&I Board that is, for example, exclusively white and male.

As non-executive directors, those on the D&I Board must be independent, as they must provide an unbiased viewpoint and challenge the executive directors where necessary. Any potential candidate should therefore be assessed in order to ensure that there are no relationships or circumstances likely to affect their judgement. They cannot have been employed by the Centillion group within the last five years, have a material business relationship with the company, or have significant links to other directors.\textsuperscript{56}

Once the final candidates have been selected, they may be appointed by Centillion’s directors or shareholders, in each case requiring a simple majority vote. The D&I Board will work on a 35% part-time basis and may remain in office for no more than nine years.

\textit{Role within company}

Given its novelty, the D&I Board partially plays a symbolic role in that it highlights Centillion’s dedication to diversity. However, it is much more than that: it will be a voice at the top, guiding other board members who are still grappling with D&I’s necessity, and encouraging them to embrace diversity, as “[e]xecutive buy-in is mission-critical for D&I

\textsuperscript{55} Philip Sayers ‘Positive discrimination and positive action: why employers need to know the difference’ (Coodes Solicitors, 8 July 2019) 

\textsuperscript{56} ‘The UK Corporate Governance Code July 2018’ (Financial Reporting Council, July 2018) 
efforts to succeed”.

It will be a direct line of contact for those implementing D&I measures further down in the company hierarchy: the D&I Board will appoint and closely work together with a D&I manager (the D&I Manager), who is allocated their own team (the D&I Team). Together, this triad (the D&I Triad) will be responsible for Centillion’s D&I strategy and implementation, with D&I ideas being proposed by the D&I Team, before being assessed by the D&I Manager and voted on by the D&I Board. The D&I Board will be the ultimate arbiter for any important D&I decisions made within Centillion, unless such decisions require the entire board’s or shareholder approval. The D&I Board will also be responsible for assessing hiring and promotion decisions made at upper levels, stepping in where necessary, as well as creating an independent report to submit to shareholders on an annual basis.

Overall, the D&I Board is the core tenet of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative because it has the expertise (due to its members’ experience in D&I and behavioural science), insight (due to its members’ diverse characteristics) and ability (due to its members’ positions on the board) to institute real change.

2. D&I MANAGER AND TEAM

Whilst a growing number of companies have hired D&I managers to oversee D&I policies in recent years, most have been unable to institute real change. In many cases, the D&I manager was simply “external facing”, neither having power themselves, nor a line of communication to those with power. Beyond lacking authority, they lacked both human and financial resources, as well as a metric by which to hold people accountable. These issues were
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57 Jennifer Kim ‘50+ Ideas for Cultivating Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace’ (LinkedIn Talent Blog, 1 May 2019)
accessed on 31 May 2020.

accessed 31 May 2020.

accessed 31 May 2020.
exacerbated by the difficult nature of the position, which led to D&I managers being criticised “for not doing enough” or “for trying to do too much”. Furthermore, their position “at the intersection of gender, ethnicity and sexual orientation [made] a lot of people fundamentally uncomfortable.” In tech, this issue is especially pervasive: a female co-founder stated that she did not know of a single D&I manager within a tech company that had made an impact or had the authority to stop other executives from “making really bad decisions related to diversity and inclusion”.

The issues in tech are further evidenced by many big tech companies in the US having a high turnover rate for D&I managers.

The ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative aims to address these issues in a number of ways. First of all, the D&I Manager will be separate from HR and legal and have a direct line of communication to the D&I Board, to which the D&I Manager will submit a formal report on a monthly basis, as well as being able to report issues on an intermittent basis. Furthermore, the D&I Manager will be allocated a D&I Team, with at least one team member per 60 Centillion UK employees. At least one D&I Team member shall be an inclusion specialist, whilst two D&I Team members shall have experience within the field of behavioural science.

The general role of the D&I Manager and Team

The D&I Team, headed by the D&I Manager, will initially be responsible for setting up a D&I framework (the D&I Framework), allowing Centillion to clearly indicate the manner in which it will (1) tackle D&I issues, (2) expect employees to behave, and (3) hold employees accountable. However, as people do not like being told what to do, the framework should take
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63 Elizabeth Hall ‘Why We Hate People Telling Us What to Do’ (Psychology Today, 6 June 2019)
a carrot rather than a stick approach and aim to set out the rewards for D&I compliance (e.g. good performance evaluations) rather than being overly prescriptive. The D&I Team members with experience in behavioural science will be closely involved with drafting the D&I Framework, which should be reviewed by legal and ultimately be approved by the D&I Board.

Additionally, the D&I Team will assess areas in relation to which Centillion could improve, and design methods by which such improvement may be achieved. In each case, it must have regard to behavioural science in order to avoid any potential pitfalls. When setting out and implementing new initiatives, the D&I Team must also design and keep track of key performance indicators (KPIs) in order to measure progress and refine its approach over time. However, it will not just be a matter of implementing new initiatives and keeping track of progress: the D&I Team should constantly be brainstorming new initiatives and actively encourage employees to submit their ideas or concerns. When looking for solutions, the D&I Team may hire external specialists. The D&I Team should also collate all its findings within one handbook, which is then available for future reference and new team members.

The D&I Team will work closely with the legal team so as to keep up-to-date with the law on D&I, as well as working closely with HR in order to keep track of voluntary standards that aim to reduce workplace bias, such as the BSI and ISO human resource management suite. Working together with both HR and legal, the D&I Team will also set up a reporting mechanism so that employees can easily address inappropriate behaviour. A 2017 Women Who Tech survey found that 53% of women (and 16% of men) in tech had experienced harassment at work. It is, therefore, important that the D&I Team ensures that victims can
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easily report harassment and that the D&I Framework is properly enforced. Where accusations are levelled against more senior employees or managers, the D&I Board can step in.

Lastly, the D&I Team should be heavily engaged in the firm’s social media presence, i.e. work together closely with Centillion’s communications team in order to promote the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative. Furthermore, it could try to engage employees by asking minority groups to write about their experiences and so give prospective candidates an authentic perspective.67

3. RECRUITMENT, PROMOTION AND LEADERSHIP

One of the most important roles of the D&I Triad relates to employee recruitment, promotion and leadership, another core feature of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative. Working closely with HR, the D&I Team, headed by the D&I Manager, will aim to ensure that employees are both represented by numbers and feel included across all levels of Centillion. The D&I Manager’s direct line of communication to the D&I Board ensures a way of combatting pushback from senior management levels and having proposals assessed quickly and efficiently. At the outset, the D&I Team will focus on setting specific diversity goals, especially regarding women and ethnic minorities, and generally improving the recruitment process. The behavioural scientists should play an important role here, as biases should be addressed even at this preliminary stage. For example, ‘default bias’ results in companies frequently recruiting from a small pool of potential candidates, and Centillion should aim to recruit from a larger pool so as to maximise diversity. As a next step, the D&I Team should institute blind screenings whilst reviewing resumes in order to reduce the bias that studies have shown

women and ethnic minorities face. Whilst in the UK, it is normal for ‘protected characteristics’ such as race, background, sexual orientation and disability to be included on application forms, and is indeed important for “positive action”, such characteristics should only be displayed after an initial screening, so as to limit any initial unconscious bias.

Having selected the most qualified candidates, the D&I Team will, together with HR, set up a structured interview process so that each candidate can be judged by the same criteria. Compared to unstructured interviews, a structured approach limits certain biases, such as the ‘status quo bias’ (a preference for what we know) as well as the ‘halo effect’ (when one positive trait influences people’s perceptions of other traits).

Despite switching to a structured interview process, however, there may still be biases among hiring managers. The D&I Team will take a three-pronged approach to combatting this.

Firstly, the D&I Team will give anti-bias training to hiring managers, as extensive research has shown that the “hiring process is unfair and full of bias”. Such training will address some of the most common biases, such as the ‘in-group bias’ (a tendency to prefer those similar to us) as well as the ‘status quo bias’, which may, for example, make us think that white males are the best leaders as the majority of leaders are white males.
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Secondly, the D&I Team will regularly review a selection of interview transcripts in order to assess whether any biases may have been at play, and will, where necessary, submit certain cases to the D&I Board.

Thirdly, the D&I Team will aim to ensure that the pool of hiring managers is more diverse, as where “the people controlling the hiring, firing, and compensation are all biased men, then homogeneity will continue to dominate.”71 Therefore, the D&I Team should take steps to ensure that diverse people are promoted to (or hired as) hiring managers.

Beyond biases held by hiring managers, the D&I Team should seek to address ‘auto stereotypes’ employed by candidates themselves. For example, women apply for senior management positions and negotiate on salary less frequently than men. Research has shown that whilst men will apply for a role where they only meet 60% of the qualifications, women will apply only if they meet 100%.72 To address this issue, job descriptions could focus on what will be expected of a candidate one year into the job.73 Job descriptions can be made more inclusive in other ways too, such as by using D&I technology (D&I Tech), a core feature of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative. One such tool is Textio, which rewrites job descriptions so that they are gender neutral and free of gendered descriptors and verbs.74 Other great D&I Tech programmes include Compaas, which helps institute equal pay, or Allie, a Slack bot with whom employees can discuss D&I concerns.75 As D&I Tech is a fast-growing field, the D&I
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Team should conduct regular assessments to see what D&I Tech has been developed and how this can help Centillion cut costs.

Furthermore, together with HR, the D&I Team should find a way to include D&I in performance conversations and promotion decisions in a way that goes beyond taking “positive action” and promoting diverse employees. For example, the D&I Team can collect employees’ anonymous feedback and assess managers based on engagement scores,\textsuperscript{76} giving managers who score particularly well a bonus. Where certain managers are deemed as being exceptionally inclusive, the D&I Team should additionally assess their character traits and look for these in others it recruits or promotes. For example, one company found that managers who were exceptionally inclusive generally “displayed a huge growth mindset” and “were more likely to be humble and [see] failure as opportunities to grow.”\textsuperscript{77}

Where promotion or hiring occurs at the upper levels, the D&I Team may choose to submit the candidates to the D&I Board, who may then weigh in on the decision. This is especially important in the case of promotions, as hiring managers may have pre-existing relationships with employees. One study found, for example, that men were getting promoted more frequently in one organisation due to its pub culture, which men participated in more frequently than women and minorities.\textsuperscript{78} As independent directors, the D&I Board will not be interacting with employees in the pub or elsewhere, and therefore ensure that no biases come into play.


Hopefully, this will result in more diversity among the upper levels, which is key to successful workplace D&I initiatives, as it “speaks volumes about [company] culture”.79 Despite the aforementioned initiatives seeking to make recruitment and promotion more diverse and inclusive, employees may still leave the company due to not feeling included. In such cases the D&I Team can undertake exit interviews to assess why such employees are leaving and what can be done to curb future losses.80 The entire ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative is based on constant feedback and improvement.

4. TRAINING

The research of psychologist Daniel Kahneman, one of the founding fathers of behavioural science, has shown that the vast majority of human decisions are based on biases rather than facts or logic.81 As such biases “can have a negative impact on driving change in the space of diversity and inclusion”,82 addressing them through training is crucial, as it can make people take “more diverse and more inclusive actions and decisions.”83 Whilst certain biases have been addressed above, notably regarding company leaders and hiring managers, addressing employees’ biases in their day-to-day work life is the most crucial element of bias reduction and forms a central part of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative.

83 Idem.
Unfortunately, statistics suggest that simply offering ‘plain vanilla’ anti-bias training does not make “statistically significant differences”. 84 A 2016 HBR study, which analysed 30 years of diversity training data, showed that such programmes generally have no effect or even decrease diversity. 85 “The positive effects of diversity training rarely last beyond a day or two” and can even “activate bias or spark a backlash.” 86

The ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative will thus take a new approach. As a first step, it proposes a meta approach to bias training, i.e. assessing what biases, both on the part of the employer and employee, frequently result in bias trainings’ failure. For example, in the case of the employer, it may be due to the ‘overconfidence bias’, i.e. underestimating the amount of time and effort it takes employees to address subconscious behaviours. Issues that may affect employees include the perception that their company is trying to control them. 87 Additionally, many employees may feel uncomfortable having their weaknesses or prejudices exposed. During the hiring and promotion process, it will therefore be crucial for the D&I Team to hire and promote those with a growth mindset and to implement measures to assess who has such a mindset in the structured interviews discussed above.

The D&I Team should therefore not start the training right away but collect feedback first to see how people feel about the training and tailor the training to such reactions. Additionally, it could make employees take an Implicit Association Test to help them become aware of their own biases. 88 Not only is awareness an important step to more meaningful D&I conversations,

but it is an effective method to prove that those who think they are unbiased and therefore ‘don’t need D&I training’, do, in fact, have subconscious tendencies. As such, it might make people understand the need for bias training.

The workshops themselves should be more of an interaction than simply sitting still and listening. Ideally, the workshop should be given by a highly experienced professional, who may be external, and who can make the topic both interesting, fun and easy to remember. Beyond biases, the workshops should also focus on skills such as communication and empathy. For example, using role play to put people in each other’s shoes may go a long way to providing insight, as people within majority groups frequently underestimate the need for D&I.89

However, one-off approaches will not be sufficient. Reducing biases will require constant monitoring and feedback collection, both after bias training sessions and on a more general basis. However, with the D&I Team and Manager continuously monitoring the situation, and staying abreast of new developments, both in the world of behavioural science and the workplace in general, bias training can make a real difference.

5. INCLUSION

The link between feeling ‘psychologically safe’ at work and economic performance has been highlighted above. A core tenet of the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative is the introduction of measures that make all employees feel included and respected. These initiatives may originate with the D&I Team or may be proposed to the D&I Team by employees, who may submit suggestions

at any time. The majority of implementation decisions will be made by the D&I Manager, whilst larger or more expensive ideas will be decided upon by the D&I Board.

Whilst the proposed measures focus on the largest minority groups, any other minority groups with particular needs should be brought to the D&I Team’s attention at any time.

General
Firstly, the D&I Team will try to increase the amount of resource groups to which employees with certain protected characteristics can turn. Such resource groups are vital in enabling employees to voice their concerns and opinions without fear of retribution or victimisation. Additionally, this feedback will allow Centillion to recognise what important D&I issues are.

Furthermore, the D&I Team will set up networks and alliances for different groups, such as an LGBTQ+ network, and help them organise events. In doing so, it must make sure that such networks are not perceived as having ‘special advantages’ that may foster animosity among the homogenous group. Granting certain privileges must therefore always be weighed up against the risk of internal discord, even where those privileges are well-deserved. The D&I Team’s behavioural scientists must advise in relation to such matters.

Additionally, the D&I Team should set up mentoring among employees with the same ‘protected characteristics’, though for the reasons outlined above, such a programme should only be instituted where a general mentoring programme already exists. Furthermore, Centillion can invite guest speakers from several D&I communities to give presentations at the

company’s offices. This may be informative or inspirational to those with similar personal characteristics, whilst the majority group has a chance to learn about diversity without it being in the form of a ‘lesson’.

Women and parents
Making women feel more included in the workplace can include a myriad of initiatives in addition to the general ones set out above. For example, Centillion could introduce flexible working hours, but rather than just being offered to women, such flexible working hours could be offered to all parents. Furthermore, the D&I Team should attempt to institute changes around parental leave, an area where the D&I Board’s support will be vital. This could include reducing the influence that taking parental leave has on promotion decisions and granting double parental leave where an employee is a single parent. It is vital that men are also addressed, as reducing the discrepancy between male and female leave is beneficial to women overall. As this is a complex and controversial topic and one that may face the most resistance from the general (i.e. non-D&I) board, it may be worth hiring an expert to help with proposals.

Culture and religion
The D&I Team should introduce measures honouring various religious and cultural practices. This can be as small as designating a special refrigerator to keep Kosher food items separate, to as big as celebrating black history month or gay pride week, or offering “floating holidays” so that the cultures and religions of all employees are taken into account.

As food can be a great way to bring people together, an international foods potluck can serve to highlight different cultures and open up organic discussion.\textsuperscript{95} At each event, however, there should be food and beverages that everyone can eat and drink. Asking proper questions about dietary preferences will make such experiences much more inclusive.\textsuperscript{96}

\textit{Language}

When bringing together an international team, offering translation services to those whose first language isn’t English (e.g. during presentations) will make them feel more included.\textsuperscript{97} Related to this, Centillion could start offering language lessons at work. Not only does this expose employees to other cultures and help those who only speak English empathise with non-native speakers; having a multilingual workforce can be of great benefit to Centillion.\textsuperscript{98} The costs will remain low if just a few languages are chosen and lessons occur on a weekly basis.

\textit{Disability / Gender-neutrality}

The D&I Team should build disabled toilets, even where there aren’t any disabled employees, as this will allow Centillion to hire disabled employees. Such toilets should be separate from male or female bathrooms so that they double as gender-neutral toilets. As this may involve significant construction expenses, the D&I Board’s help may be needed to get such a measure passed.

\textsuperscript{97} \textit{Idem.}
\textsuperscript{98} \textit{Idem.}
Age

As a frequently overlooked group, it is important to make older people feel included.\textsuperscript{99} Despite working in tech, some older employees may only work with old programming languages, or work within business services, and may, therefore, not be well-versed in social media. If that is the main method of communication, they can easily feel left out.\textsuperscript{100} The D&I Team should make sure they feel comfortable using the workplace’s social channels if this is the main method of communication.\textsuperscript{101}

The homogenous majority

Everyone needs to feel equally valued, and that includes the homogenous group, especially as they are a large group without whom inclusion cannot be achieved.\textsuperscript{102} Certain initiatives, such as food potlucks, D&I guest speakers and flexible working hours for parents allow for the inclusion of the homogenous majority group. Being exposed to diversity through such initiatives as well as the other elements of ‘DO IT RIGHT’ more generally will hopefully make the majority group understand that they cannot be included in all initiatives. In each circumstance, however, the D&I Team should be open to feedback and aim to address any concerns in a transparent manner before they foster any type of resentment.

6. INTERVENTION

Whilst successful D&I initiatives require support from the top, even with such support, they cannot work without a healthy company culture where all employees respect such initiatives.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{99} Idem.
\item \textsuperscript{100} Idem.
\item \textsuperscript{101} Idem.
\item \textsuperscript{102} ‘5 Reasons Diversity and Inclusion Fails’ (Glenn Llopis, 13 February 2017) \<https://www.glennllopis.com/blog/the-cultural-demographic-shift/5-reasons-diversity-and-inclusion-fails/> accessed on 31 May 2020.
\end{itemize}
However, this is frequently not the case, and as such, 75% of respondents in a recent HBR survey believed that “strengthening anti-discriminatory policies was critical.”

Policies may need to be strengthened on two levels, the first of which is relatively minor: unfortunately, diversity tactics do sometimes receive backlash, with some arguing that they remove meritocracy. “While there’s no tried-and-true solution to internal resistance”, it is important that such reactions are addressed so that no resentment starts to spread. Such conversations must be had in an understanding manner, always remembering that changing minds and moving people towards understanding is vital for the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative to work.

In some cases, however, it will not be possible to change employees’ opinions. However, if Centillion makes clear what its culture stands for, those employees may eventually realise that it is not a good cultural fit and choose to leave. Furthermore, as the D&I Team will encourage promoting and hiring those with a growth mindset, the general corporate culture may become more understanding of the need for D&I over time.

However, where people actively engage in anti-D&I behaviours, such as racism or sexism, this needs to be dealt with appropriately. In doing so, the D&I Team may use the D&I Framework set out above. Before making any decision, the D&I Team will conduct interviews with the employees involved, i.e. the accused, acusee and third-party bystanders. It will work closely

---

105 Idem
106 Idem
with the legal team in order to ensure that employment law is respected, and where necessary, the D&I Board.

Such an approach is especially important in tech, which has “seen a remarkable rebound effect for harassers,” who “land on their feet much more easily than the people who accuse them.”107 For example, several notable men stepped down from tech roles following sexual misconduct allegations but still received enormous bonuses. Furthermore, many complaints by women have not resulted in any real consequences for the culprits.108 Intervention in such cases, using the D&I Framework and other reporting mechanisms, as outlined above, is crucial.

Beyond interventions by the D&I Triad, it is important that employees intervene as well. The D&I Team can train open-minded employees on appropriate ways to intervene when they see something wrong, using behavioural science during such training.109 This will make the entire team part of the positive transformation and avoid making the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative seem “too heavy-handed or one-sided”.110

7. HEARING
People from different backgrounds and generations sometimes have vastly different perspectives on all sorts of issues, so it’s important to embrace diverse thinking so as to generate ideas and obtain input, whilst also “creating an environment where everyone feels relevant and part of a shared mission.”111

There are three main ways to do so. First of all, employees should feel comfortable engaging in one-on-one talks with their manager. In order for these discussions to truly be effective, managers must have an open-door policy and workers need to feel comfortable speaking their minds honestly and openly. During D&I training, the D&I Team should therefore remind managers to show that “they too are human”, so that employees will feel comfortable being honest and speaking about mistakes.\textsuperscript{112}

Secondly, the D&I Team should set up a social platform for workplace discussions, which provides employees with a personalised experience that “allows all voices to be heard.”\textsuperscript{113} Simultaneously, the analytics will give Centillion insight into the best method to meet employee needs.

Thirdly, the D&I Team should solicit continuous anonymous feedback. This may be through surveys, or alternatively, through an anonymous platform where employees may submit feedback at any time.

8. GIVING BACK

An important role for the D&I Team will be partnering with UK non-profits and community organisations, such as the National Alliance of Women’s Organisations, the Race Equality Foundation, the Business Disability Forum or the LGBT Foundation. Additionally, being a tech company, Centillion could engage with non-profit tech organisations, such as Diversity in

\textsuperscript{112} Idem.

\textsuperscript{113} Idem.
Tech, for example by allowing this organisation to come into its offices for a presentation or networking event, or even by offering mentoring schemes.

V. COSTS AND BENEFITS

There are several types of costs involved, the first of which is human capital costs. Some employees may not appreciate the focus on D&I that ‘DO IT RIGHT’ incorporates, and whilst some may come around to the idea, others may choose to leave Centillion. Nonetheless, those who choose to leave simply due to their opposition to a D&I programme are far more likely to have been a legal liability than the employees who stay. Whilst it may hurt to lose employees with technical proficiency, the resulting decline in liability risk mitigates any such loss.

Additionally, there are direct financial costs. Whilst it is difficult to give a precise figure without further details, it is likely that the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative will cost several millions of pounds per year. This figure takes into account the cost of the D&I Manager and their Team, as well as the D&I Board (which will be working on a 35% part-time basis), and the costs of all the other employee events, resources and training.

Whilst several million pounds per year may sound expensive, this figure is vastly outweighed by the financial benefits. By addressing factors holding back D&I, the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative reduces exposure to lawsuits relating to racism, sexism or other forms of discrimination. In the UK, unfair treatment in the workplace is the largest driver of turnover in the tech industry and can cost companies up to £4 billion per year.\(^\text{114}\) The UK is increasingly holding companies liable for their employees’ actions in an attempt to change firms’ corporate cultures, which means that one indiscretion by an employee can see a company liable for

\(^{114}\) Homepage <https://www.diversityintech.co.uk/> accessed on 31 May 2020.
millions of pounds if company culture is (partially) to blame.\textsuperscript{115} Having ‘DO IT RIGHT’ in place doesn’t just make this less likely but also provides Centillion with a strong defence regarding company culture where such accusations are levied. ‘DO IT RIGHT’ thus offers protection as well as an insurance policy.

Furthermore, the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative can offer Centillion an enormous PR and branding boost. Given the late (2014) entrance of D&I on the tech scene, the growing ‘techlash’, and the D&I issues faced by its parent company and the tech sector in general, this is arguably very much needed. This PR value can boost sales and attract top talent. It will also make Centillion stand apart from its competitors (an important boost given that it is a new market entrant) and gain market dominance within a short amount of time. Furthermore, the positive PR will also reflect positively on its parent company, and hopefully see its share price rise accordingly.

Additionally, the evidence shows a strong link between a happy and inclusive workforce and financial performance and innovation. The financial benefit of a diverse workforce can therefore be enormous, especially over time. Therefore, whilst ‘DO IT RIGHT’ does have high running costs, the resulting decline in liability risk, the PR boon and the more productive workforce will ensure that Centillion both makes and saves more money than it spends.

\textbf{VI. CONCLUSION}

This paper has sought to outline the main challenges to previous D&I programmes and has proposed a holistic solution, ‘DO IT RIGHT’, that seeks to address these challenges in a variety of ways. The central element of ‘DO IT RIGHT’ is a D&I Board, which has several functions: firstly, it ensures that there is a diverse team at the top that is dedicated to diversity. Secondly,

it ensures that the D&I Manager and their D&I Team, which are integral to the ‘DO IT RIGHT’ initiative, have a direct line to company leaders, which can help ensure that more ‘controversial’ measures are adopted. Naturally, the ability for the D&I Board to be able to do so will rely on the extent of powers delegated to it by the other directors, but it is assumed that if Centillion were to implement ‘DO IT RIGHT’, it would adopt all required measures.

That fact that the D&I Board and D&I Team will consist of individuals who have expertise in behavioural science will help ensure that the ‘human behaviour’ element is considered at each step of the implementation process. As explored in this paper, many other D&I initiatives have failed because they have not taken inherent biases into account or have done so improperly. By ensuring that bias reduction forms a central part of ‘DO IT RIGHT’, Centillion can succeed where others have failed.

The D&I Triad and the focus on bias reduction are thus the ‘drivers’ of ‘DO IT RIGHT’ whilst the remaining policies are the ‘vehicle’. The ‘driver’ will steer the ‘vehicle’, ensuring that it goes in the right direction and reaches its final destination without being endangered along the way. Whilst the ‘vehicle’ is not brand new, but rather a mixture of new initiatives and ‘tried-and-tested’ models, ‘DO IT RIGHT’s approach will allow it to move far more quickly and safely than any other vehicle has previously.

Whilst the novelty of ‘DO IT RIGHT’ will cause a stir that may be somewhat polarising, given the age we live in, it will ultimately be an enormous PR boon for Centillion. Whilst it does involve extensive costs, the benefits of implementation, both financial and otherwise, far outweigh the expenses. Hopefully, Centillion will be a success story and lead to other firms following suit in future. (Word count: 8128, excluding headings and footnotes.)